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Note: no film back-up available

08:00:16      <rushes> slate: “Roll -617 -100ft”                                                               [silent]
08:00:17      scientists working in lab
08:01:21      woman scientist aid mixing solution in test tube
08:02:27      man holding slate: “Family R631”
08:02:30      girls walking on sidewalk
08:02:54      LS ferry, girls getting on and riding ferry
08:03:22      street scenes in front of buildings
08:03:35      busy city market
08:04:02      slate: “Production Heritage Sequence 7”
08:04:03      children watching man on street with monkey
08:04:22      MS two farmers speaking in field
08:04:53      man pasting up movie poster on billboard: “Tyrone Power and Henry
                    Fonda in Jesse James”
08:04:49      Chinese billboards, traffic
08:05:11      city scene with American business - Shell gas station, Studebaker store
08:05:15      view from inside store window looking out to street with Chinese woman
                    walking by and looking at fashions in window display
08:05:51      man painting large advertising billboard
08:05:59      man pushing cart in street
08:06:32      man holding slate: “Didi’s Bath”
08:06:33      mother bathing small boy using small tub outdoors
08:06:58      mother teaching math lesson to young girl - girl using abacus to make
                    calculations while another girl paints with brush, CS girl’s hand using abacus
08:07:52      children watching street showman with monkey, dog and mouse doing tricks
08:08:44      family entering house as woman turns over chairs (3x)
08:09:28      girl looking out window
08:09:42      girl sweeping house entrance
08:09:52      poor family eating dinner, mother serving, family praying, upset man standing up
                    and talking intensely at those praying at the table
08:11:36      man throwing shoes out broken window
08:12:35      peasant working in field by bringing soil in basket, pouring it on ground
                    and leveling it
08:13:01      man fixing bowl and giving it to woman. CSs man working, men talking,
                    man speaking to group of farmers, CS man touching barren soil with his foot
                    man raking soil
08:14:54      people walking through tunnel?
08:15:23      man putting eggs from basket onto table, man brushing shoe
08:15:42      city street scene
08:15:54      cloud with farmer slowly walking into and across frame
08:16:23      father taking girls around to visit tourists sites of Forbidden City?
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08:19:12      people carrying baskets in street
08:20:44      children playing with toys in courtyard
08:23:19      man and woman in house with elegant furniture and Chinese art (pottery)
08:25:20      meat of chicken being chopped into pieces on cutting board, woman pointing
                    at child’s shoe
08:25:37      Shanghai - HA LS of city, port, ships, military ships in port
08:26:42      woman combing girl’s hair, CS basket of eggs, CSs baskets of vegetables,
                    hands shelling beans, children eating from bowls, people walking streets in village
08:28:29      girl with umbrella picking up doll outdoors
08:28:48      man in field giving another man document
08:29:20      medical campaign - man then woman being injected with needle in street, CS injection,
                    other people being injected in the street by doctors, makeshift inoculation center
                    run on street corner by doctors and nurses, people stopping to be inoculated while
                    soldiers stand around table
08:31:33      workers in field, people walking in village
08:33:29      street scenes
08:35:14      Shanghai - HA LS of city, port, ships
08:37:26      family in run down house
08:38:30      street scenes, buildings
08:39:34      Westerners learning Chinese language from teacher
08:40:35      sign on building: “College Of Chinese Studies”
08:40:50      sampans, coolies unloading sacks off boats, naked boy on top of sampan
08:41:51      farmer going to government? building to ask for assistance
08:43:07      farmer and all family members working in front of house
08:46:17      AERIAL of Great Wall of China, map
08:46:55      AERIAL of buildings, HA city, building through tunnel,
08:47:22      street scenes, policeman directing traffic
08:48:10      boy being pushed in stroller in street
08:48:29      street vendors
08:50:35      children at table learning to read and write and calculate from woman
08:53:24      children watching monkey performing
08:53:24      children watching man on street with monkey
08:55:03      scientists letting girl look through microscope
08:55:38      CS hands chopping food, cooking
08:56:27      family eating at round table
08:57:37      girls on ferry boat
08:58:21      girls watching fish in large barrels
09:00:20      girls getting ready for bed
09:01:06      fire crackers
09:02:26      mother giving baby bath in outdoor tub
09:04:01      children bowing before old couple
09:04:38      visiting pagoda
09:05:32      AERIAL Great Wall of China
09:05:47      “The End”
09:06:00      inoculations in street
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09:12:30      woman washing and cooking in courtyard
09:14:35      CS baby on bed drinking milk from bottle
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09:16:06      doctor attending to boy on stretcher
09:18:36      many bottles of penicillin
09:19:43      sampans
09:21:50      lotus plants?
09:25:26      man cleaning door and placing cloth over broken panes
09:26:08      girl holding and petting cat
09:56:54      girls eating at outdoor table
-09:28:21     <some images repeat>


